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Abstract. With the introduction of Java 5.0 the type system has been
extended by parameterized types, type variables, type terms, and wildcards. As a result very complex types can arise. The term
Vector<? extends Vector<AbstractList<Integer>>>
is for example a correct type in Java 5.0.
In this paper we present a formalization of this type system. We define the
set of correct Java 5.0 type terms, formally. We give a formal definition
of the Java 5.0 subtyping ordering. Finally, we consider the properties of
the subtyping ordering, which follow from the introduction of wildcards.
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Introduction

With the introduction of Java 5.0 [1] the type system has been extended by
parameterized types, type variables, type terms, and wildcards. As a result very
complex types can arise. For example the term
Vector<? extends Vector<AbstractList<Integer>>>
is a correct type in Java 5.0.
Considering all that, it is often rather difficult for a programmer to recognize
whether such a complex type is the correct one for a given method or not.
This has caused us to develop a Java 5.0 type inference system which assists the
programmer by calculating types automatically [9]. This type inference system
allows us, to declare method parameters and local variables without type annotations. The type inference algorithm calculates the appropriate and principle
types.
In [1] the Java 5.0 type system is specified. This specification is done in a semiformal way. Some definitions are rather formal, as the subtyping relation (§4.10)
or the capture conversion (§5.1.10). Other definitions are only given informal, as
wildcard types. The presentation is sometimes less clearly arranged.
In this paper we present an integrated framework for the Java 5.0 type system.
Without loss of generality we restrict the type system to parameterized reference

types with and without wildcards. We do not consider base types (int, boolean,
float, . . . ) and raw types.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section we give the definition of
correct Java 5.0 type terms. In the third section we define the subtyping relation,
as an extension of the extends relation given by the class declarations. In the
fourth section we consider the soundness property of the Java 5.0 type system.
Finally, we close with a summary and an outlook.
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Java 5.0 Simple Types

The base of the types are elements of the set of terms TΘ ( T V ), which are given
(n)
as a set of terms over a finite rank alphabet Θ = Θn∈N of class names and a set
of type variables T V . Therefore we denote them as type terms instead of types.
Example 1. Let the following Java 5.0 program be given:
class A<a> implements I<a> { . . . }
class B<a> extends A<a> { . . . }
class C<a extends I<b>,b> { . . . }
interface I<a> { . . . }
interface J<a> { . . . }
class D<a extends B<a> & J<b>, b> { . . . }
(n)

The rank alphabet Θ = Θn∈N is determined by
Θ(1) = { A, B, I, J } and Θ(2) = { C, D }.
For example A<Integer>, A<B<Boolean>>, and C<A<Object>, Object> are type
terms.
As the type terms are constructed over the class names, we call the class names
in this framework type constructors.
If we consider the Java 5.0 program of Example 1 more accurately, we recognize
that the bounds of the type parameters b in the class C and the bounds of the
type parameter a in the class D are not considered. This leads to the problem
that type terms like C<C<a, b>, a> are in the term set TΘ ( T V ), although they
are not correct in Java 5.0.
The solution of the problem is the extension of the rank alphabet Θ to a type
signature, where the arity of the type constructors is indexed by bounded type
variables. This leads to a restriction in the type term construction, such that the
correct set of type terms is a subset of TΘ ( T V ). Additionally the set of correct
type terms is added by some wildcard constructions. We call the set of correct
types set of simple types STypeTS ( BT V ) (Def. 4).
Unfortunately, the definitions of the type signature (Def. 2), the simple types
(Def. 4), and the subtyping ordering (Def. 5) are mutually dependent. This is
caused by the fact, that the restriction of the set of simple types is defined

by bounded type parameters, whose bounds are also simple types. This means
that, for some definitions, we must assume a given set of simple types, without
knowing, how the set of simple types is exactly defined.
Definition 1 (Bounded type variables). Let STypeTS ( BT V ) be a set of
simple types. Then, the set of bounded type variables is an indexed set BT V =
(BT V (ty) )ty∈I( STypeTS ( BT V ) ) , where each type variable is assigned to an intersection of simple types.
I( STypeTS ( BT V ) ) denotes the set of intersections over simple types (cp. Def.
4). In the following we will write a type variable a bounded by the type ty as a|ty .
Type variables which are not bounded can be considered as bounded type variables
by Object.
Example 2. Let the following Java 5.0 class be given.
class BoundedTypeVars<a extends Number> {
<t extends Vector<Integer> & J<a> & I,
r extends Number> void m ( . . . ) { . . . }
}

The set of bounded type variable BT V of the method m is given as BT V (Number) =
{ a, r } and BT V (Vector<Integer> & J<a> & I) = { t }.
Definition 2 (Type signature, type constructor). Let STypeTS ( BT V ) be
a set of simple types. A type signature T S is a pair (STypeTS ( BT V ), T C)
where BT V is an indexed set of bounded type variables and T C is a (BT V )∗ –
indexed set of type constructors (class names).
Example 3. Let the Java 5.0 program from Example 1 be given again. Then,
the corresponding indexed set of type constructors is given as T C (a|Object ) =
{ A, B, I, J }, T C (a|I<b> b|Object ) = { C }, and T C (a|B<a>&J<b> b|Object ) = { D }.
For the following definitions, we need the concept of capture conversion ([1]
§5.1.10).
In order to define the capture conversion, we have to introduce the implicit
type variables with lower and upper bounds first. Implicit type variables are
used in Java 5.0 during the capture conversion, where the wildcards are replaced
by implicit type variables. Implicit type variables cannot be used explictly in
Java 5.0 programs.
We denote an implicit type variable T with a lower bound ty by ty|T and with
′
an upper bound ty ′ by T |ty .
The capture conversion transforms types with wildcard type arguments to equivalent types, where the wildcards are replaced by implicit type variables.
Definition 3 (Capture conversion). Let T S = (STypeTS ( BT V ), T C) be a
type signature. Furthermore, let be C ∈ T C (a1 |u1 ,... ,an |un ) and C<θ1 , . . . , θn > ∈
STypeTS ( BT V ). Thus, the capture conversion C<θ 1 , . . . , θ n > of C<θ1 , . . . , θn >
is defined as:

– if θi = ? then θ i = bi |ui [aj 7→θj | 16j6n] , where bi is a fresh implicit type
variable.
′
– if θi = ? extends θi′ then θi = bi |θi & ui [aj 7→θj | 16j6n] , where bi is a fresh
implicit type variable with upper bound θi′ & ui [aj 7→ θj | 1 6 j 6 n]).
– if θi = ? super θi′ then θi =θi′ |bi |ui [aj 7→θj | 16j6n] , where bi is a fresh implicit
type variable with lower bound θi′ and upper bound ui [aj 7→ θj | 1 6 j 6 n]).
– otherwise θ i = θi
The capture conversion of C<θ1 , . . . , θn > is denoted by CC( C<θ1 , . . . , θn > ).
Example 4. Let the indexed set of type constructors T C from Example 3 be
given again. Then the following holds
CC( A<? extends Integer> ) = A<X|Integer&Object >, as A ∈ T C (a|Object ) ,
CC( C<? extends A<c>, c> ) = C<Y|A<c>&I<c> , c>, as C ∈ T C (a|I<b> b|Object ) ,
CC( B<? super Integer> ) = B<Integer|Z|Object >, as B ∈ T C (a|Object ) .
The following definition of the set of simple types is connected to the corresponding definition of parameterized types in [1], §4.5.
Definition 4 (Simple types). The set of simple types STypeTS ( BT V ) for a
given type signature (STypeTS ( BT V ), T C) is defined as the smallest set satisfying the following conditions:
– For each intersection type ty: BT V (ty) ⊆ STypeTS ( BT V )
– T C () ⊆ STypeTS ( BT V )
– For tyi ∈ STypeTS ( BT V )
∪{?}
∪ { ? extends τ | τ ∈ STypeTS ( BT V ) }
∪ { ? super τ | τ ∈ STypeTS ( BT V ) }
and C ∈ T C (a1 |b1 ...an |bn ) holds
C<ty1 , . . . , tyn > ∈ STypeTS ( BT V )
if after C<ty1 , . . . , tyn > subjected to the capture conversion resulting in the
type C<ty1 , . . . , tyn >1 , for each actual type argument tyi holds:
tyi ≤∗ bi [aj 7→ tyj | 1 6 j 6 n],
where ≤∗ is a subtyping ordering (Def. 5).
– The set of implicit type variables with lower or upper bounds belongs
STypeTS ( BT V )

to

The set of intersection types over a set of STypeTS ( BT V ) is denoted by:
I( STypeTS ( BT V ) ) = { θ1 & . . . & θn | θi ∈ STypeTS ( BT V ) }
The following example shows the simple type construction, where the arguments
of the type constructors are unbounded, respectively, bounded by Object.
1

For non wildcard type arguments the capture conversion tyi equals tyi

Example 5. Let the Java 5.0 program from Example 1 and the corresponding indexed set of type constructors T C from Example 3 be given again. Let additional
Integer ∈ T C () .
The terms A<Integer> and A<I<Integer>> are simple types.
From Integer ∈ T C () follows Integer is a simple type. As A ∈ T C (a|Object ) with
ty1 = Integer follows, that A<Integer> is a simple type. From this follows as I ∈
T C (a|Object ) with ty1 = I<Integer>, that A<I<Integer>> is also a simple type.
As A<a> ≤∗ I<a> the type term C<A<Integer>, Integer> is also a simple type.
In contrast C<Integer, Integer> is no simple type, as Integer 6≤∗ I<Integer>.
After the definitions of the subtyping relation, we give another example, where
the arguments of the type constructors are bounded and wildcards are used.
The set of bounded type variables BT V is in the following extended by the lower
and upper bounded type variables.

3

Subtyping in Java 5.0

The Java 5.0 inheritance hierarchy consists of two different relations: The “extends relation” (in sign < ) is explicitly defined in Java 5.0 programs by the extends, and the implements declarations, respectively. The “subtyping relation”
(cp. [1], §4.10) is built as the reflexive, transitive, and instantiating closure of
the extends relation.
In the following we will use ? θ as an abbreviation for the type term “? extends θ”
and ? θ as an abbreviation for the type term “? super θ”.
Definition 5 (Subtyping relation ≤∗ on STypeTS ( BT V )). Let T S =
(STypeTS ( BT V ), T C) be a type signature of a given Java 5.0 program and <
the corresponding extends relation. The subtyping relation ≤∗ is given as the
reflexive and transitive closure of the smallest relation satisfying the following
conditions:
– if θ < θ′ then θ ≤∗ θ′ .
– if θ1 ≤∗ θ2 then σ1 ( θ1 ) ≤∗ σ2 ( θ2 ) for all substitutions σ1 , σ2 : BT V →
STypeTS ( BT V ), where for each type variable a of θ2 holds σ1 ( a ) = σ2 ( a )
(soundness condition).
– a ≤∗ θi for a ∈ BT V (θ1 &...&θn ) and 1 6 i 6 n
– It holds C<θ1 , . . . , θn > ≤∗ C<θ1′ , . . . , θn′ > if for each θi and θi′ , respectively,
one of the following conditions is valid:
′
′
• θi = ? θi , θi′ = ? θi and θi ≤∗ θi .
′
′
• θi = ? θi , θi′ = ? θi and θi ≤∗ θi .
′
• θi , θi ∈ STypeTS ( BT V ) and θi = θi′
• θi′ = ? θi
• θi′ = ? θi
(cp. [1] §4.5.1.1 type argument containment)
– Let C<θ 1 , . . . , θn > be the capture conversions of C<θ1 , . . . , θn > and
C<θ1 , . . . , θn > ≤∗ C<θ1′ , . . . , θn′ > then holds C<θ1 , . . . , θn > ≤∗ C<θ1′ , . . . , θn′ >.

– For an intersection type ty = θ1 & . . . & θn holds ty ≤∗ θi for any 1 6 i 6 n.
– T |(θ1 &...&θn ) ≤∗ θi for any 1 6 i 6 n.
– θ ≤∗ θ|T
Corollary 1. The subtyping relation is an ordering.
The following examples illustrates the subtyping definition.
Example 6. Let the Java 5.0 program from Example 1 be given again. Then the
following relationships hold:
–
–
–
–

A<a> ≤∗ I<a>, as A<a> < I<a>
A<Integer> ≤∗ I<Integer>, where σ1 = [a 7→ Integer] = σ2
A<Integer> ≤∗ I<? extends Object>, as Integer ≤∗ Object
A<Object> ≤∗ I<? super Integer>, as Integer ≤∗ Object

The following example shows, how the capture conversions is used.
Example 7. Let the subtyping relationship Vector<Vector<a>> ≤∗ Matrix<a>
be given. The the following holds:
Matrix<Integer> ≤∗ Vector<Vector<Integer>>
From this follows the question if it holds
!

Matrix<? Integer> ≤∗ Vector<Vector<? Integer>>
or if it holds
!

Matrix<? Integer> ≤∗ Vector<? Vector<? Integer>>
The two Hasse-diagrams presented in Fig. 1 shows that only the second approach is correct. For the supertype construction of Matrix<? Integer> follows by the definition of the subtyping relation that the capture conversion
Matrix<X|Integer > must be built. This means that, Vector<Vector<X|Integer >> is
a supertype of Matrix<? Integer>. As Vector<Vector<? Integer>> is no supertype of Vector<Vector<X|Integer >>, it is also no supertype of Matrix<? Integer>.
In contrast the simple type Vector<? Vector<? Integer>> is a supertype of
Vector<Vector<X|Integer >>, which means that Vector<? Vector<? Integer>> is
also supertype of Matrix<? Integer>.

4

Soundness of the Java 5.0 type system

Let us consider again the definition of the subtyping relation (Def. 5). It is surprising that the condition for σ1 and σ2 in the second item is not σ1 ( a ) ≤∗ σ2 ( a ),
but σ1 ( a ) = σ2 ( a ). This is necessary to get a sound type system. This property
is the reason for the introduction of wildcards in Java 5.0 (cp. [1], §5.1.10).
Let the following Java 5.0 classes be given.

Vector< ?Vector<?Integer >>

Vector<? Vector<Integer>>

Vector< ?Vector<X|Integer >>

Vector<Vector<?Integer >>

Vector<Vector<Integer>>

Vector<Vector<X|Integer >>

Matrix< X|Integer >

Matrix< ?Integer >

Vector<Vector< X|Integer >>

Matrix< X|Integer >

CC

Matrix< ?Integer >
CC

Fig. 1. Subtyping relation with capture conversion

class Super { . . . }
class Sub extends Super { . . . }
class Application {
public static void main(String[] args) {
Vector<Super> v = new Vector<Sub> (); //not really correct
v.addElement(new Super()); }
}

An element of the type Vector<Sub> is assigned to the variable v of the type
Vector<Super>. This is no problem, as all elements which have the type Sub
have also the type Super. Then a new element of the type Super is added to
the vector which is assigned to the variable v. Now we have the problem, that
elements of this vector have the type Sub and Super is no subtype of Sub. If this
would be type correct, the type system would be unsound.
As in expression assignments, like Vector<Super> v = new Vector<Sub>();
the type of the right hand side must be a subtype of the left hand side’s type,
the subtyping restriction of Def. 5 is introduced. The restriction demands that
the declaration must be Vector<Super> v = new Vector<Super>> ();. But,
sometimes assignments like
Vector<Super> v = new Vector<Sub> ();
would although be desirable. Therefore wildcards are introduced.
For example it is allowed:
Vector<? extends Super> v = new Vector<Sub> ();

Now Vector<Sub> is a subtype of Vector<? extends Super>, which means
the assignment is type correct. In this case v.addElement(new Super()); is
prohibited as Super is no subtype of “? extends Super”. This means that the
unsoundness problem is also solved.

On the other hand, if an element of a subclass should be added to a vector of
its superclass, the parameter of the vector must have a lower bound:
Vector<? super Super> v2 = new Vector<Super> ();
v2.addElement(new Sub());

In this case only vectors with a parameter of a supertype of Super can be
assigned to v2. This means that no unsoundness arises.
We have used wildcard types like “? extends Super”, although there are no
simple types. Therefore we have to extend the set of simple type.
Definition 6 (Extended simple types). Let STypeTS ( BT V ) be a set of simple types. The corresponding set of extended simple types is given as
ExtSTypeTS ( BT V ) = STypeTS ( BT V )
.
∪ {?}
∪ { ? extends θ | θ ∈ STypeTS ( BT V ) }
∪ { ? super θ | θ ∈ STypeTS ( BT V ) }
Wildcard types cannot be used explicitly in Java 5.0 programs. But they are
allowed as instances of type variables, which means that types like this occur
implicitly during the type check of Java 5.0 programs (cp. example 8).
Additionally, we have to extend the subtyping relation to wildcard types.
Definition 7 (Subtyping relation ≤∗ on ExtSTypeTS ( BT V )). Let ≤∗ be
a subtyping relation on a given set of simple types STypeTS ( BT V ). Then ≤∗ is
continued on the corresponding set of extended simple types ExtSTypeTS ( BT V )
by: For θ ≤∗ θ′ :
– θ ≤∗ ? θ ′ ,
– ? θ ≤∗ θ′ , and
– ? θ ≤∗ ? θ ′ .
In the following we give two examples, which shows some properties of wildcard
types in Java 5.0.
Example 8. Let us consider again the class Vector with its methods addElement
and elementAt and the classes Sub and Super.
Let the following declaration be given:
Vector<? extends Super> v = new Vector<Sub> ();

As said before the methodcall v.addElement(new Super()); is not correct as
Super 6≤∗ ? Super. But as it holds ? Super ≤∗ Super the assignment
Super sup = v.elementAt(0);

is correct.
Vice versa for
Vector<? super Super> v2 = new Vector<Super> ();

the methodcall v2.addElement(new Sub()); is correct as Sub ≤∗ ? Super. But
now

Super sup = v2.elementAt(0);
?

//not really correct

∗

is not correct, as Super 6≤ Super.
Furthermore, the methodcall
v2.addElement(v.elementAt(0));

is correct, as it holds ? Super ≤∗ ? Super.
Example 9. Let the following Java 5.0 program be given:
class
class
class
class
class
class

B<a> { . . . }
C<a> extends B<a> { . . . }
Matrix<a> extends Vector<Vector<a>> { . . .
ExtMatrix<a> extends Matrix<a> { . . . }
Super { . . . }
Sub extends Super { . . . }

}

Now we will give some applications, which show properties of the subtyping
ordering and explain that the type system is sound.
The first property is obvious: For all θ ≤∗ θ′ holds B<θ> ≤∗ B<? θ′ >.
This leads to the question, if for any class Y holds also Y <B<θ>> ≤∗ Y <B<? θ′ >>?
This question can be answered considering the fourth condition of definition 5. As
B<θ> 6= B<? θ′ >, the argument type of Y would have to be a wildcard argument.
But B<? θ′ > is no wildcard argument. This means that Y <B<θ>> 6≤∗ Y <B<? θ′ >>.
If this would be correct, the following Java 5.0 fragment would also be correct
Vector<B<? extends Super>> v = new Vector<B<Sub>> (); //is not really
//correct
v.addElement(new B<Super>());

If this would be correct, the type system would be unsound, as an element of
the type B<Super> is assigned to a vector of elements of the type B<Sub>.
But for any Y holds obviously Y <B<θ>> ≤∗ Y <? B<? θ′ >>.
The next question is, if it holds Matrix<θ> ≤∗ Vector<Vector<? θ′ >> for θ ≤∗ θ′ ?
As Matrix<a> ≤∗ Vector<Vector<a>> for a type variable a ∈ BT V holds Matrix<θ>
≤∗ Vector<Vector<θ>>. But
Matrix<θ> ≤∗ Vector<Vector<θ>> 6≤∗ Vector<Vector<? θ′ >>
(cp. Example 7). This means that Matrix<θ> 6≤∗ Vector<Vector<? θ′ >>.
We will also consider, what would happen if it would be correct:
Vector<Vector<? extends Super>> v = new Matrix<Sub>(); //is not really
//correct
v.addElement(new Vector<Super>());

In this case the type system would also be not sound, as an element of the type
Vector<Super> is assigned to a matrix of elements of the type Sub.
A further question arises if we consider again that for θ ∈ STypeTS ( BT V ) holds
Matrix<θ> ≤∗ Vector<Vector<θ>> . The question is, if it holds also Matrix<? θ>
≤∗ Vector<Vector<? θ>>? As ? θ 6∈ STypeTS ( BT V ) for a ∈ BT V from Matrix<a>
≤∗ Vector<Vector<a>> does not follow Matrix<? θ> ≤∗ Vector<Vector<? θ>>.
For this we consider again an application:

Vector<Vector<? extends Super>> v;
Matrix<? extends Super> w = new Matrix<Sub>();
v = w; //is not really correct
v.addElement(new Vector<Super>());

This application shows again that the type system would not be sound. Therefore
Matrix<? θ> 6≤∗ Vector<Vector<? θ>> and the assignment v = w is not type
correct.
But Matrix<? θ> ≤∗ Vector<? Vector<? θ>> holds. As the capture conversions of
Matrix<? θ> is Matrix<T|θ > and T |θ ∈ STypeTS ( BT V ) follows, that Matrix<T|θ >
≤∗ Vector<Vector<T|θ >>. With Vector<Vector<T|θ >> ≤∗ Vector<? Vector<T|θ >>
≤∗ Vector<? Vector<? T|θ >> ≤∗ Vector<? Vector<? θ>> follows Matrix<? θ> ≤∗
Vector<? Vector<? θ>>.
Often the properties covariance respectively contravariance of type constructors
are considered in object-oriented languages. Java 5.0 type constructors are neither covariant nor contravariant. The following corollary shows corresponding
properties in Java 5.0.
Corollary 2 (Subtyping properties). For two simple types θ
constructor Cl (class name) holds
–
–
–
–
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∗

θ′ and a type

Cl<θ> 6≤∗ Cl<θ′ >
Cl<θ′ > 6≤∗ Cl<θ>
? extends θ ≤∗ θ′ , but Cl<θ> ≤∗ Cl<? extends θ′ >.
(? extends) θ ≤∗ ? super θ′ but CL<(? super) θ′ > ≤∗ CL<? super θ>.

Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we presented a formalization of the Java 5.0 type system. We
defined the set of Java 5.0 simple types as type terms, which are explicitly allowed
in Java 5.0 programs. We extended this set by wildcard types, which appear
implicitly during the type checking. We defined a subtyping ordering at first on
the set of Java 5.0 simple types and extended it to wildcard types. Additionally,
we considered the soundness of the Java 5.0 type system. We showed, how the
Java 5.0 type system becomes quite flexible by introducing the wildcards without
loosing the soundness.
The Java 5.0 type system is the base for the definition of a type inference algorithm. We will give a type inference algorithm for Java 5.0 type terms with
wildcards. Furthermore, we will implement this system.
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